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Abstract: With the advances of space-exploration technologies, a long-lasting concern is finally being
addressed: the deflection of potentially hazardous objects (PHOs). Most recently, the first mission
of this kind was launched by NASA—the Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART). Nevertheless,
it is estimated that a great number of these PHOs are unattainable by means of current chemical
propulsion systems. With that in mind, this study proposes the development of a heuristic technique
for the search of interception trajectories with the use of solar sails and its application in determining
a set of possible trajectories to intercept hazardous asteroids. As a case study, a hybrid mission
inspired by the DART mission is proposed by using a solar sail as means of propulsion after the initial
chemical combustion. The dynamics consider a model of the solar radiation pressure acceleration
as a function of the orientation of the sail. In turn, the orientation is defined by the application
of the developed heuristic technique with the goal of defining alternative trajectories compared to
the original mission. These trajectories result in different impact conditions and mission durations.
Although the use of solar sails breaks the symmetry in the solutions, the results obtained offer the
possibility of fuel economy or even better deflection results by the achievement of greater impact
energy with the hazardous objects.

Keywords: asteroid deflection; DART mission; heuristic technique; orbital mechanics; solar sailing

1. Introduction

The development of vehicles capable of absorbing the linear momentum of sunlight
and utilizing this gain in energy as its own form of propulsion has opened up a wide range
of new possibilities for space trajectories. These vehicles are known as solar sail spacecrafts
and make use of this phenomenon as a means of propulsion, thereby, taking advantage
of an abundant source of energy in the interplanetary medium of our Solar System: Solar
Radiation Pressure (SRP). In this way, some trajectories that were unimaginable in the past
using traditional methods of propulsion, such as chemical rocket engines, have begun to be
conceived as viable options.

A few space agencies and organizations havealready turned their attention to this
technology and started implementing missions of their own throughout the last decade
in order to explore the advances that these vehicles make possible and also to aid in their
development. A first example is the IKAROS (Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by
Radiation Of the Sun) mission, from Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). It was
the first mission to deploy and control a solar sail in an interplanetary trajectory [1–5].

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has also ventured into
the development of solar sails. Its first mission NanoSail-D, in 2008, never achieved orbit
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due to a rocket launch failure [6]. Its replacement mission NanoSail-D2, launched 2 years
later, achieved the successful deployment of a 10 m2 solar sail [7]. Following NASA’s solar
sail project and with a partnership intention, The Planetary Society conducted the LightSail
project. They sought to demonstrate the viability of solar sailing as a mean of propulsion for
CubeSats in Low Earth Orbit (LEO). A total of two missions were performed: LightSail-1,
in May of 2015 [8], and LightSail-2, in June of 2019 [9–13].

The success in development and demonstrations of solar sail capabilities has promoted
the scheduling of a set of new missions from NASA. NEA-Scout, launched in November
of 2022, but lost after deployment, would be the first CubeSat to reach and perform
reconnaissance of an asteroid [14,15]. ACS3 (Advanced Composite Solar Sail System),
scheduled for no earlier then 2023, will test the employment of a new material for lighter
and more resistant sail booms, made from a carbon fiber reinforced polymer [16–18].
If successful, NASA expects that this technology will allow the construction of sails up to
2000 m2 in area [19]. Solar Cruiser, scheduled for 2025, will deploy a 1650 m2 wide solar
sail employed to maintain an artificial orbit around the Lagrange point L1 of the Sun–Earth
system [20].

In parallel, space agencies have started to address an issue related to our planetary
defense capabilities. The deflection of potentially hazardous objects (PHOs) has long
been a desire of humanity. Most recently, NASA was responsible for the Double Asteroid
Redirection Test (DART) mission, which aimed to demonstrate the ability of current space
technology in changing the orbit of an asteroid [21,22]. It successfully promoted the kinetic
impact of a spacecraft into the smaller body of the double asteroid system 65,803 Didymos
and a change in its trajectory [23].

With the growing advances of solar-sail technologies and interest in its mission ap-
plications [24–27], alongside with the recent planetary defense progress with the success
of the DART mission, this study proposes the development of a heuristic technique for
the search of interception trajectories to predetermined targets with the use of solar sails.
This type of spacecraft breaks the symmetry obtained from Keplerian orbits but offers the
possibility of propellant-less propulsion and low-cost trajectories.

The heuristic is meant to facilitate the search for the sail orientation throughout a
mission, while guaranteeing a target interception at a given moment in time. This serves
as an alternative to conventional methods already in use [28,29]. It is able to determine
fast solutions for any target position in a tridimensional space while having a fixed given
transfer time. The technique works with ideal [30] or nonideal [31,32] solar sail models and
with constant [33] or incident-angle dependent [34] optical coefficients.

The heuristic focuses on establishing distinct stages of operation that maintain a fixed
sail orientation, which reduces the number of attitude maneuvers necessary throughout a
mission. On the other hand, the given target can be an asteroid, such as a mission focused
on deflecting its trajectory, or the proximity of a celestial object, as a part of a mission that
requires a gravity assist maneuver or a mission focused on performing a reconnaissance
of that object. This study focuses on the application of the heuristic on the first case:
an asteroid as a target. Finally, after a description of the heuristic technique and a brief
demonstration of its application, a simulation with similar conditions to the DART mission
was proposed as a case study. A major difference was the main source of propulsion from
the spacecraft, which uses a solar sail to propel itself in its heliocentric orbit into a collision
course with the Didymos system.

2. Solar Sailing

The solar sailing dynamics are described in a Spacecraft Oriented Frame (SOF) and
taken from Vulpetti et al. [7]. The sail is assumed to have a thin reflective surface with
constant mechanical and optical properties throughout the mission. Alternative sail models
have been presented by McInnes [35], Dachwald et al. [36], Vulpetti et al. [37].

A representation of the SOF is shown in Figure 1. The origin of the SOF is located at
the spacecraft barycenter. Its X-axis points in the same direction of the incoming sunlight
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(u). This means that it corresponds to the outwards radial direction of the Heliocentric
Inertial Frame (HIF). The Z-axis points in the direction of the heliocentric orbital angular
momentum of the spacecraft (h). Finally, the Y-axis is defined as a consequence of a
dextrorotatory system.

Figure 1. Spacecraft Oriented Frame (SOF).

A unit vector normal to the surface of the solar sail (n) is used to represent its ori-
entation. It is defined from two orientation angles: the azimuth (α) and the elevation
(δ). The first is the angle between the projection of n on the X–Y plane (projXYn) and u.
The second is the angle between n and projXYn. Both can be seen in Figure 1.

The resulting SRP acceleration from the solar sail is determined from a lightness
vector (L), defined as the current SRP acceleration normalized by the local gravitational
acceleration of the Sun:

L =

(
1
2

σc

σ

)
nx
[(

2rspecnx + χfrdiff + κabsor
)
n + (absor + rdiff)u

]
(1)

where σc ≡ 1.5368 g/m2 is a constant named critical loading and σ is the sail loading,
defined from Equation (2). It is the ratio between the spacecraft total mass (msc) and
the surface area of the solar sail (Asail). Additionally, nx is the projection of n on the X-
axis. The remaining variables are optical coefficients related to the specular reflectance
(rspec), the diffuse reflectance (rdiff), the absorptance (absor) and the emission/diffusion (χ).
The subscript “f” refers to the “front side” of the solar sail, which is the side exposed to the
sunlight. Finally, κ is a dimensionless factor that results from the net thrust of the absorbed
and re-emitted power on both sides of the sail.

σ ≡ msc

Asail
(2)

This study considers the following values for some of the coefficients: absor = 0.12,
rspec = 0.8272, rdiff = 0.0528 and κ = −0.4383. These values were taken from solar sail
models build by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in the early 2000s [33].

The sail loading σ = 7.98 g/m2 considered in the simulations is a consequence of
the combination of two solar sails from NASA: a NEA-Scout-inspired mass value of
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msc = 15.96 kg with a sail area Asail = 2 000 m2 from the “DCB HIPERSail II” concept [19].
It results in a futuristic lightness number of β ≈ 0.192 (taken from Equation (3)).

β =
σc

σ
(3)

Although this cannot be assumed as a near-term system [38], from the perspective
of recent engineering advances and limitations, it is useful for the demonstration of the
heuristic technique developed in this paper.

3. Heuristic Technique

The technique is applied at each step of the integration of the spacecraft trajectory.
At each instant ti of the integration, the following steps are performed to determine the
necessary orientation of the solar sail (α(ti) and δ(ti)) in order to obtain the interception of
the target position (rtarget) at instant tF:

• (Step 1) A projection of the position of the spacecraft at instant tF is made (rHIF
sc (tF)):

– tF is the given moment when the interception of the target position has to occur.
Consequently, it is the final integration step.

– From instant ti to tF, the spacecraft is considered to have an elliptical heliocentric
orbit. In other words, only the gravitational influence of the Sun and a null solar
radiation pressure acceleration are considered.

– This projection serves as a preliminary analysis, at each step ti, in order to quickly
understand the ongoing trajectory of the spacecraft without a solar sail and
how the sail must be oriented in order to correct this trajectory into a successful
interception.

• (Step 2) A “Final Position-Oriented Frame” (FPOF) is defined from rHIF
sc (tF):

– Its origin is the position of the Sun;
– The X-axis points in the direction of rHIF

sc (tF).
– The Z-axis points in the direction of the spacecraft heliocentric angular momen-

tum at tF (hHIF
sc (tF)). In other words, the fundamental plane of FPOF is the

spacecraft osculating orbital plane at tF.
– The Y-axis is defined by dextrorotation.

• (Step 3) A set of three “guidance properties” (P1, P2 and P3) are defined as seen in
Figure 2:

– They are defined in respect to rFPOF
sc (tF) and rFPOF

target , both represented in FPOF.
– In this study, the target position (rtarget) is the position of the asteroid at tF

(rast(tF)).

* (P1): Arc length, along the circumference of a circle with radius equal to
1 au, between rFPOF

sc (tF) and projXY(rFPOF
ast (tF)), which is the projection of

the asteroid position at tF onto the X–Y plane.
* (P2): Difference between the magnitudes of rFPOF

sc (tF) and rFPOF
ast (tF).

* (P3): Perpendicular distance of rFPOF
ast (tF) to the X–Y plane.

• (Step 4) Determine the values of α(ti) and δ(ti) as a function of P1(ti), P2(ti) and P3(ti).

An interception at tF is obtained if P1(tF) = P2(tF) = P3(tF) = 0. Nevertheless,
a numeric value equal to zero demands great computational power, numerical accuracy
and effort in time. A threshold of 1.0× 103 m for all properties is considered sufficient to
guarantee an interception.

The guidance properties were conveniently defined in such a way that the values of
α and δ directly influence their behavior. In summary, α is responsible for correcting P1
and P2, and δ is responsible for correcting P3. The strategy responsible for correcting the
value of P1 is referred to as H1 (H for heuristic). Furthermore, the one responsible for P2 is
referred to as H2 and P3 as H3:
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• (H1): If P1 is positive (P1 > 0), it is necessary to reduce the spacecraft mean angular
orbital velocity, and α must be positive (α > 0). The opposite is true.

• (H2): If P2 is positive (P2 > 0), it is necessary to reduce the spacecraft orbital energy,
and α must be negative (α < 0). The opposite is true.

• (H3): If P3 is non-zero (P3 6= 0), it is necessary to change the direction of the spacecraft
orbital angular momentum with the appropriate δ value (δ 6= 0) in accordance to
rFPOF

sc (t).

Figure 2. Guidance properties illustration.

It is important to note that H1 interferes with the value of P2, and H2 interferes with
P1, given that both depend on α. Due to that, it is necessary to obtain P1 = P2 = 0 at the
same time because any correction on one of them affects the value of the other. In order to
deal with this problem, H1 and H2 are implemented sequentially. First, the value of P1 is
corrected with an overshoot (os) compensation, anticipating the effects that H2 will have
on its value when correcting P2.

The values of α and δ are defined considering an upper boundary of tolup, when a
P value needs to be corrected (|P− os| > tolup), and a lower boundary of tollw, when a
P value no longer needs correction (|P− os| < tollw). Within a given interval [tollw, tolup]
in which the absolute value of any property |P− os| is inside its range, a weight factor w is
calculated (Equation (4)) to determine the value of the angles α and δ in order to guarantee
a smooth convergence of P. Overall, their values are determined by Equation (5).

w = log10

(
|P− os|

tollw

)
/ log10

(
tolup

tollw

)
(4)

(α, δ) =


θup , if |P− os| > tolup

(θup − θlw)w + θlw , if tollw < |P− os| < tolup

θlw , if |P− os| < tollw

(5)

The values of θlw and θup depend on the initial conditions of the simulation, the target
position, the interception moment and the sail characteristics. They are established by a
trial-and-error process, considering the special attributes of solar sail spacecraft trajectories,
until a satisfactory interception trajectory is identified. When that happens, refinements are
performed by adjusting the values of os.

4. Preliminary Examples

As preliminary examples of the application of the heuristic technique, a total of five
similar trajectories were conceived based on a few common properties:
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• Spacecraft in a heliocentric orbit with an acting solar sail (with SRP acceleration).
• Initial circular orbit with radius r0 = 1 au.
• Target position at a distance of rtarget = 1.5237 au to the Sun on the opposite direction

of the spacecraft initial position (transfer angle of 180◦).
• The time of transfer is initially set as equal to a Hohmann transfer with the same initial

and final positions (ttrans f = thoh = 258.87 days).

The integrations were conducted with the use of Cowell’s method [39] and by using
an explicit Runge–Kutta method of order 5 and a relative tolerance equal to 1× 10−12.
The forces considered were the mutual gravitational accelerations between the Sun and the
spacecraft and the resulting SRP acceleration from the solar sail as described in Section 2.

A series of small variations in the conditions of the trajectories, as listed below, made it
possible to produce the five preliminary examples trajectories. Transfers #1–4 have different
time durations. Transfer #5 has a target position outside the original plane of orbit with a
non-null inclination.

• ttrans f #1 = 1.0× thoh.
• ttrans f #2 = 1.05× thoh.
• ttrans f #3 = 0.95× thoh.
• ttrans f #4 = 2.0× thoh.
• ttrans f #5 = 1.0× thoh and i = 2◦.

Figure 3 presents these preliminary example trajectories as well as a zoom in their
final positions located in the left side of the plot. This helps in the visualization of a slightly
different final position for Transfer #5, given its out-of-plane trajectory.

Figure 3. Transfers #1–5 spacecraft heliocentric trajectory with a zoom in the final positions.

Figure 4 displays the evolution of the spacecraft projected final position rHIF
sc (tF),

from Transfer #1, in a red–blue gradient. It starts at the red circle and progresses towards
the target position (blue circle) as the solar sail resulting SRP acceleration directs the
spacecraft. The dashed black line indicates the spacecraft initial orbit, and the solid line is
its actual trajectory.
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Figure 4. Transfer #1 spacecraft heliocentric trajectory with an evolution of the final position projection.

The change in value for the projected final position is a direct consequence of the
sail orientation over time which, in turn, is determined by the application of the heuristic
developed in this work.

Upon a quick examination of Figure 3, with the exception of Transfer #4, all of the
transfers appear to be quite similar. It is only by examining the sail-orientation angles (α
and δ) over time that we perceive how different they are and how important the heuristic
is in helping in the calculation of these trajectories. Figures 5 and 6 present these angles,
as well as the values of the guidance properties over time, in a linear scale (upper plot) and
in a logarithmic scale (middle plot) for Transfers #4 and #5, respectively. These transfers
were chosen as representative results with common characteristics among all the solutions
obtained. The red dashed line indicates the 1.0× 103 m interception threshold considered
as discussed in Section 3.

Table 1 displays the parameters used to bound the search for the sail azimuth and
elevation angles displayed in Figures 5 and 6. They are used in Equation (5) and displayed
in an array. These arrays have three components, which correspond to the values used by
H1, H2 and H3, respectively.

Table 1. Search parameters.

Transfer θlw (◦) θup (◦) os (m)

#1 [35, 90, 0] [0, 35, 35] [1.911096915× 1011,−11.2× 103, 0× 103]
#2 [30, 90, 0] [0, 30, 35] [4.627248276× 1010, 0.3359× 106, 0× 106]
#3 [90, 90, 0] [35, 35, 35] [1.926755143× 1010, 0.20329× 106, 0× 106]
#4 [90, 90, 0] [25, 16.3, 35] [3.524816787× 1011, 0.5711× 106, 0× 106]
#5 [35, 90, 0] [10, 35, 20] [5.201761063× 1010, 0.911× 103, 0.229× 103]
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Figure 5. Transfer #4 guidance properties (in linear and logarithmic scale) and sail-orientation angles
over time.

Figure 6. Transfer #5 guidance properties (in linear and logarithmic scale) and sail-orientation angles
over time.
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Additionally, the values for the lower and upper tolerances were:

• tollw = [1.0× 106, 1.0× 103, 1.0× 103]m
• tolup = [1.0× 1011, 1.0× 1010, 1.0× 109]m

An immediate observation of Figure 5 is the null value of the elevation δ angle during
the whole simulation. This is a consequence of the target position already located in
the spacecraft initial orbital plane. Consequently, P3 is already equal to zero and there
is no need for H3 to correct its value. This is not the case for Transfer #5, which needs
a correction in P3 and, therefore, assumes δ 6= 0 during some part of the simulation.
An important observation is due: the value of θup = 35◦ yields the greatest rate of change
for P3. Nevertheless, a greater value of δ reduces the total solar sail area exposed to sunlight
and diminishes the correction effects of α 6= 0 in H1 and H2. Transfer #5 is a case where
θup = 35◦ was not used exactly for this reason. Instead, a smaller value of θup = 20◦ was
chosen as shown in Table 1.

Another common characteristic between these transfers is the H2 with positive az-
imuth value (α > 0). This shows that, as a final correction, they all need an increase
in P2.

Additionally, it is possible to note that Transfer #5 has an H1 with a positive azimuth
value (α > 0), which indicates a necessity to reduce the spacecraft mean angular orbital
velocity. Additionally, it transitions directly from H1 to H2, with no idle periods of the
solar sail (α = 90◦). This direct H1–H2 transition does not happen in Transfer #4, in which
the solar sail remains idle (α = 90◦) between H1 and H2. Furthermore, Transfer #4 has a
negative azimuth during H1. The upper boundary angles θup of H1 and H2 are crucial to
establish a correct balance between the decrease and increase rates of P1 and P2 in order
to reduce both to zero at the same time (the given interception time). It is important to
remember that both H1 and H2 change the values of P1 and P2 simultaneously.

5. Case Study: Didymos System

As a case study, a numeric integration was performed while considering the mutual
gravitational interaction between the Sun, the Earth and the solar sail spacecraft, as well as
the resulting SRP acceleration from the solar sail. The Didymos system was considered as
the target.

The DART mission, from NASA, which also targeted the same asteroid system, was
taken as a reference for some of the initial and final dates and, consequently, the positions
of the celestial bodies. Simulations considered the date 26 September 2022 at 23:14 h UTC
as the interception moment or, in other words, the final time (tF). A set of five launch dates
(initial instant t0) were considered: the date 24 November 2021 at 06:21 h UTC and one
and two months preceding and succeeding this date, which means launches in September,
October, November and December of 2021 and January of 2022. These dates were used to
take the initial position of the Earth (rHIF

Earth(t0)) and the position of the Didymos system at
the given interception moment (rHIF

ast (tF)). The latter is considered to be the target position.
The osculating orbital elements of Earth and Didymos were taken from the database

of JPL [40,41] and presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Spacecraft-Didymos relative velocities at interception.

Orb.Elem. Earth Didymos

a (au) 1.00000011 1.644324083929969
e 0.01671022 0.3839233231470776
i (◦) 0.00005 3.407876986118815
Ω (◦) −11.26064 73.19326428620921
ω (◦) 102.94719 319.3188977070352
tp 2022-Jan-4.161111 2022-Oct-21.76418056
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Here, a is the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity, i is the inclination, Ω is the longitude of
the ascending node, ω is the argument of perihelion, and tp is the time of perihelion passage.

5.1. Earth Escape

Before presenting the achieved results, a section is dedicated for discussing the space-
craft escape from the gravitational sphere of influence of the Earth. This section considers
equations from the two-body problem and is not a part of the numerical integrations
performed throughout this study. It serves as a preliminary analysis of the necessary
increase in velocity to take the spacecraft from a LEO parking orbit into a hyperbolic escape
trajectory. In this manner, at the beginning of each numerical integration, the spacecraft is
already considered to be away from the Earth at a distance equal to 9.246× 105 km. This
distance is considered to be the limit of the sphere of influence of the Earth (rSOI), from:

rSOI = aEarth

(
mEarth
mSun

)0.4
(6)

where a is the semi-major axis and m is the mass.
In order to guarantee its escape from Earth (an orbital energy relative to Earth equal

to zero εEarth
sc = 0), its velocity relative to Earth, also considered as its hyperbolic excess

velocity (vin f ), is taken from:

vin f =

√
2

µEarth
rSOI

(7)

where µ is the standard gravitational parameter.
A speed increase (∆v0) from a circular parking orbit with an initial altitude of h0 = 200 km

is then considered to insert the spacecraft into a hyperbolic escape trajectory relative to the
Earth where, at a distance of rSOI , the spacecraft will achieve an escape velocity vin f .

∆v0 =
hhyp

r0
−
√

µEarth
r0

(8)

where hhyp is the hyperbolic trajectory specific angular momentum and r0 is the circular
parking orbit radius.

Additionally, the time (tesc) that the spacecraft needs to reach the distance of rSOI ,
after being inserted into the hyperbolic escape trajectory from the initial circular parking
orbit, is also considered:

tesc = Mhyp
h3

hyp

µ2
Earth

(
e2

hyp − 1
)−1.5

(9)

where Mhyp is the hyperbolic mean anomaly at a distance of rSOI and ehyp is the hyperbolic
trajectory eccentricity.

For a hyperbolic excess velocity of vin f = 0.9285 km/s, which guarantees a minimum
escape (εEarth

sc = 0):

• Escape time: tesc = 6.198505 days.
• Initial speed increase: ∆v0 = 3.2634 km/s.

Consequently, the beginning of each numerical integration initializes the bodies at the 30th
(not the 24th) of the months considered for launch at 12:08 h UTC.

As a form of comparison, a trajectory taken from a patched conic method [39] was
considered without the use of a solar sail, given the same initial circular parking orbit and
the start and final dates of the DART mission (24 November 2021 at 06:21 h UTC and 26
September 2022 at 23:14 h UTC, respectively). This trajectory would require a hyperbolic
excess velocity of vin f = 2.9759 km/s, which would insert the spacecraft into a heliocentric
trajectory in a direct collision course with the asteroid system at tF:

• Initial speed increase: ∆v0 = 3.6195 km/s.
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• Economy: 9.84% (when using a solar sail to reach the asteroid system).

5.2. Interception Trajectories

The trajectories obtained from the heuristic search can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Heliocentric trajectories.

It can be observed that, as a consequence of the parameter setting and, most impor-
tantly, the imposed time of flight, the earlier launch dates have the greatest rate of change
of the spacecraft orbital plane at the beginning of the transfer. They result in higher inclina-
tions and approach the asteroid from below its own orbital plane. Since they are trajectories
that require a longer transfer duration, this could be justified by the establishment of trajec-
tories that go “above and beyond” in distance as a means to delay the time of impact until
the specified instant and position are reached.

The latest launch dates result in trajectories with closer passages to the Sun. Specifically,
the January 2022 launch presents a swift change in its orbital plane at a closer distance to the
target. Not coincidentally, it is at a moment when the spacecraft is at its closest distance to
the Sun. This trajectory takes advantage of a larger SRP acceleration at a greater proximity
to the Sun in order to perform the inclination change needed in a shorter transfer time.

The parameters used to bound the search are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Search parameters.

Launch θlw (◦) θup (◦) os (m)

September 2021 [90, 90, 0] [15, 5, 35] [1.884540031× 1010, 0.964420× 106, 4.498857× 106]
October 2021 [90, 90, 0] [15, 5, 35] [3.033811596× 1010, 1.880184× 106, 8.59387× 106]
November 2021 [90, 90, 0] [35, 55, 35] [1.446875557× 1010, 1.2367× 106, 3.7153× 106]
December 2021 [90, 90, 0] [45, 25, 35] [3.914802412× 1010, 2.122068× 106, 1.496168× 106]
January 2022 [90, 90, 0] [55, 35, 25] [3.197588329× 1010, 1.005404× 106, 1.335357× 106]
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Additionally, the earlier launches of September 2021 and October 2022 required an
extra overshoot for H1, equal to os(1) = 7.832926193 × 1010 m. The heuristic search
stabilizes P1 at this first os(1) and only then at the value presented in Table 3. This was
necessary to avoid a quick execution of H1 and a long idle period of the solar sail between
H1 and H2. As a consequence, this strategy maintains an area of the sail exposed to sunlight
for a longer time, making it possible for H3 to reduce P3 to zero.

The values of α and δ from some of the results obtained from the heuristic search,
as well as P1, P2 and P3, are presented in Figures 8 and 9.

From Figure 8, it is possible to see the two-step H1 implementation with P1 surpassing
a null value in great lengths, only to be brought back and stabilized at a closer range of the
tolerance region and finally reduced to zero at H2. Additionally, for a launch in November
2021, it is possible to verify that H3 only reduces P3 to zero when H2 is being applied.
Overall, these transfers present similar operating regimes by having an initial negative
azimuth value (α < 0◦), stabilizing P1 at an overshoot target value, going through an idle
solar-sail period with null SRP acceleration (α = 90◦) and switching to H2 with a positive
azimuth value (α > 0◦).

In a November 2021 launch, H3 alternates from an initial positive elevation value
(δ > 0◦) to a subsequent negative value (δ < 0◦). This does not occur with the October 2021
launch, which is able to quickly reduce P3 to zero. Another important observation it that
the time frame of the plots is in a scale of “years”. This means that the seemingly abrupt
attitude changes happen in an interval of around 6 to 8 h. At a worst-case scenario, this
would mean attitude changes in the order of half a degree per minute (0.5◦/min).

Finally, the interception conditions of each transfer is presented in Table 4, when the
asteroid has a speed of |vast(tF)| = 33.996 km/s:

Figure 8. (October 2021) Guidance properties (in linear and logarithmic scale) and sail-orientation
angles over time.
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Figure 9. (November 2021) Guidance properties (in linear and logarithmic scale) and sail-orientation
angles over time.

Table 4. Spacecraft–Didymos relative velocities at interception.

Launch |vsc(tF)| (km/s) ∆v (km/s) θ (◦) θxy (◦) θz (◦)

Lamb. (November 2021) 28.128 6.434 4.89 4.52 +1.88
September 2021 28.259 11.753 19.05 18.36 +5.15
October 2021 28.350 11.401 18.36 18.21 +2.36
November 2021 30.136 11.091 18.70 18.70 −0.01
December 2021 29.645 11.674 19.65 19.56 −1.94
January 2022 31.620 13.567 23.51 23.34 −2.88

In Table 4, |vsc(tF)| is the spacecraft velocity norm at the interception time, ∆vs. =
|vsc(tF)− vast(tF)| is the norm of the difference between the velocities of the spacecraft
and the asteroid, and θ is the angle between these vectors. Additionally, θxy is the angle
defined in the asteroid orbital plane, and θz the angle defined in a plane perpendicular to
the asteroid orbital plane.

As expected and visually verified in Figure 7, the two earlier launch dates of September
2021 and October 2021 approach the asteroid from below its orbital plane, resulting in
positive θz. The opposite (a negative θz) occurs for November 2021, December 2021 and
January 2022. The largest ∆v of January 2022 is mainly due to a higher θ, given the fact
that this trajectory has the closest |vsc(tF)| value to the asteroid velocity. The lowest ∆v
of November 2021 is a combination of one of the lowest θ and being the second closest
|vsc(tF)| to the asteroid. The remaining ∆v values are consequences of a balance between
the values of |vsc(tF)| and θ.

Before ending the analysis of the interception conditions, an important issue should
be considered with care. An analysis of the orbit of the asteroid after impact should be
performed in order to determine if the interception conditions were indeed successful from
a planetary defense point of view. The achieved orbit should result in a safer and farther
passage with respect to the Earth.
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All of the proposed trajectories present a higher ∆v than the value obtained from
the patched conic Lambert problem trajectory, calculated and used as a reference for an
interception trajectory solely based on chemical propulsion as discussed in Section 5.1.
With a goal of obtaining the highest ∆v possible, January 2022 is clearly a better scenario,
given that it has the highest ∆v along with a latter launch date, which gives a longer mission
preparation time.

6. Conclusions

In the present paper, we developed a heuristic technique to search for interception
trajectories with the use of solar sails. The heuristic focuses on guaranteeing a maximum
distance to the target while respecting a given threshold value and a given interception
moment. In that manner, it can be employed in a search with restrictions on the final
position and the transfer time, though it does not respect any conditions imposed on the
interception velocity.

The technique implements distinct regimes of operation for the solar sail, which were
conceived to reduce the number of attitude maneuvers necessary throughout a mission.
This technique can be used to determine trajectories for spacecrafts propelled by solar sails
to intercept an asteroid in a collision course with the Earth, for example. As a case study,
a hybrid mission inspired by the DART mission from NASA was proposed with the use of
an initial chemical propulsion impulse followed by a solar-sail-propelled trajectory.

Demonstrations of the heuristic technique started as a series of transfers to an arbitrary
target at a 1.5237 au distance to the Sun with a transfer angle of 180◦ and finished as a case
study proposing alternative launch dates to intercept the Didymos system. Though simula-
tions made use of an advanced sail loading value, from a technological and engineering
perspective, demonstration of the heuristic was successful by proving it was capable of
determining interception trajectories that could result in a longer mission-planning time,
a 9.84% fuel economy compared to a purely chemical-fuel-propelled spacecraft and a
12.41% greater velocity at impact with the Didymos system.
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